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1. PROBLEMS ON ULTRAPRODUCTS

1.1. Ultrafilters. Show that a (non-principal) ultrafilter onW is the same as a filter which
is maximal (with respect to inclusion) among all filters containing the Frechet filter. Recall
that a filter on a setW is a collection of non-empty sets closed under finite intersection and
supersets, and that the Frechet filter is the collection of all co-finite subsets, that is to say,
all subsets whose complement is finite.

1.2. Polynomial maps. Fill in the details in the proof of the following result due to Ax
([1]): If a polynomial map Cn → Cn is injective, then it is surjective. Here we call a
map φ : Cn → Cn polynomial if there exist n polynomials p1(x), . . . , pn(x) ∈ C[x] in the
n variables x := (x1, . . . , xn) such that φ(u) = (p1(u), . . . , pn(u)) for all u ∈ Cn (in
algebraic-geometric terms, this is just a morphism of affine n-space An

C to itself).

Proof. By the Pigeon Hole Principle, the result is true if we replace C by any finite field;
since Falg

p is a union of finite fields, the assertion also holds upon replacing C by Falg
p ;

hence we are done by the weak Lefschetz Principle. �

1.3. Pseudo-finite fields. Call an ultraproduct of finite fields of unbounded cardinality a
pseudo-finite field (why the unboundedness assumption?). Show using the Riemann hy-
pothesis for finite fields, that a pseudo-finite field is pseudo-algebraically closed (here a
field K is called pseudo-algebraically closed, meaning that every variety which remains
irreducible over the algebraic closure of K, has a K-rational point).

1.4. Ax-Kochen-Ershov Principle. By an ultra-discrete valuation ring, we mean an ul-
traproduct of discrete valuation rings. Show that the ideal of infinitesimals MV of an ultra-
discrete valuation ring V is an infinitely generated prime ideal. Show that an ultra-discrete
valuation ring is a valuation domain (=a domain such that for all a in the field of fractions
of V , at least one of a or 1/a belongs to V ). Show that the cataproduct V ] := V/MV is a
discrete valuation ring.

Let Vp := Fp[[t]] and Wp := Zp (the p-adic integers), and let V \ and W \ be their
respective ultraproducts. Show that

V \
∼=W \

using the following isomorphism theorem:

1.5. Theorem ([2, 4, 5]). If V and V ′ are two Henselian ultra-discrete valuation rings
of the same uncountable cardinality with isomorphic residue fields of characteristic zero,
then V ∼= V ′.

What is V ] in this case?
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1.6. Separability. Let k be a field and k\ its ultrapower. Use Maclane’s criterion for
separability (see for instance [6, Theorem 26.4] or [3, Theorem A1.3]) to show that the
natural extension k → k\ is separable.
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